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is well-researched book examines the dramatic
transformation of Southeast Asian countries from
agricultural and mining economies to industrial nations.
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‘ e New Political Economy of Southeast Asia is a
praiseworthy interdisciplinary scholarly survey of
contemporary political economy of one of the most
dynamic economic hubs of the world. It is a highly-recommended reading not only for advanced
scholars of Asian studies who hope to build upon the theoretically-oriented and empiricallygrounded analyses advocated in this volume, but also for students and interested individuals
who are deeply interested in Southeast Asia, or more broadly, on the study of regional and
national economies vis-à-vis their constitutive property of being globally embedded. Future
scholarly endeavors in the social sciences dealing with the study of Southeast Asian political
economy are strongly encouraged to build upon the ndings uncovered in the volume’s
interdisciplinary-oriented analyses, as well as to be more conscious of uncovering the multidimensional linkages between the global and regional political economies.’
– Salvador Santino Regilme Jr., CEU Political Science Journal
‘ is is a very interesting book. It is topical and is one of the few volumes that attempts to treat
Southeast Asia as an integrated whole. e editors are methodologically ambitious, and they
skillfully integrate a very large amount of diverse material in their introduction. I imagine that
the book would be adopted widely for courses in Asian studies and political economy.’
– Hal Hill, e Australian National University
‘ e di erent parts of the Southeast Asian puzzle t better together as a consequence of
reading this valuable book, which brings history back in to show how regions learn from each
other and establish an identity.’
– Alice Amsden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, US
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